Looking to sell a Mercedes vehicle or Mercedes-Benz parts or accessories?
The Mercedes-Benz Club of Queensland’s high class magazine, ‘Super Star’ offers an opportunity to
advertise:
 cars for sale or wanted; or
 parts or accessories for sale or wanted, in its ‘Star Bits Market’.
Super Star is published bi-monthly, and has a circulation of about 800 through Queensland and to
associated Car clubs and dealers. You can see more about our Club and ‘Super Star’ Magazine on our Home
Page.
While current members advertise free in the Star Bits Market, Non-members can advertise in Star Bits
Market for a fee of $46 per advertisement.
An advertisement in Super Star Star Bits Market will run for two editions, i.e. 4 months unless withdrawn
earlier by the owner.
Included in the non-member fee of $46, you will receive the first edition of Super Star that publishes your
advertisement.
Each bi-monthly edition goes into circulation just prior to the first month of the edition, e.g. the
August/September edition will be published just prior to 1st August. Copy for an edition, including Star Bits
market advertisements, closes 20 days before publishing.
An advertisement is limited to 40 words for the description, (excluding the advertiser’s contact name ,
email and phone). Download the form Star Bits Casual Advertisement.
As well with your advertisement you can provide a digital image (digital photo) of your vehicle or item. The
highest resolution image is best, preferably an image not less than 300kb. Send more than one image if
you wish. One image will be included with an advertisement, and the Editor will pick the best one to
publish. The condition of the vehicle or item is irrelevant.
Each advertisement is limited to only one vehicle; whereas for parts or accessories one image may display
several items, but still limited to the 40 word description.
Post or email an advertisement to the Secretary: Secretary@mbclubqld.com.au, or the Club’s postal
address on the form. Payment is preferred by EFT as per the form, or otherwise by Credit Card (Visa or
MasterCard), Cheque or Money Order.
The Club cannot advise you on the potential value or sale price; so if you don’t have a feel for the value, say
something like “reasonable offers considered”, or “Expressions of Interest” or “Ideal for restoration”
etc. You have 40 words to describe it.
Here is an example of the Star Bits advertising section (pg2):
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